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Hldr: Number of ‘holder’ households in the Trade Area who hold one or more of the financial product. 

% Hldr: ((Hldr / Total Holder Households in Trade Area) × 100) Percent of the holder households in the Trade Area who hold one or more of the financial product. 

Aggregate $: Total dollar value of the financial product in the Trade Area. 

$/Hhld: (Aggregate $ ÷ Total Households) Total dollar value of the financial product in the Trade area divided by the total households in the Trade Area. 

$/Hldr: (Aggregate $ ÷ Hldr) Total dollar value of the financial product divided by the number of households in the Trade Area who hold the financial product (i.e., the holder households).  

Base Hldr: Number of holder households in the Benchmark who hold the financial product. 

Base % Hldr: ((Base Hldr ÷ Total Holder Households in Benchmark) × 100) Percent of the total holder households in the Benchmark who hold the financial product. 

Base Aggregate $: Total dollar value of the financial product in the Benchmark. 

Base $/Hhld: (Base Aggregate $ ÷ Total Households) Total dollar value of the financial product in the Benchmark divided by the total households in the Benchmark. 

Base $/Hldr: (Base Aggregate $ ÷ Base Hldr) Total dollar value of the financial product in the Benchmark divided by the number of holder households in the Benchmark. 

Index: % Hldr: ((% Hldr ÷ Base % Hldr) × 100) Measures if the number of holder households in the Trade Area is above or below average when compared to the holder households in the 

Benchmark (average index = 100).  

Index: $/Hhld: (($/Hhld ÷ Base $ / Hhld) * 100) Measures if the average dollar value for all households in the Trade Area is above or below average when compared to the average dollar value 

for all households in the Benchmark (average index = 100). 

Index: $/Hldr: (($/Hldr ÷ Base $/Hldr) × 100) Measures if the average dollar value for the holding household in the Trade Area is above or below average when compared to the average dollar 

value of all the holder households in the Benchmark (average index = 100). 

WealthScapes - Trade Area 
Financial and investment statistics relating to assets, liabilities, and income. This report shows the dollars per household and the dollars per holder for specific 

variables. 

 The Trade Area selected for analysis is indicated at the top of the report. 

 

The Benchmark—also referred to as the base—indicates the geographic extent for the report.   

 

The household 

count in the Trade 

Area. 

 

For example, 15.89% of households in Ontario hold an RSP Chequing & Saving Account, which is 6% below average (Index 

% Hldr = 94) when compared to all households that hold RSP Chequing and Savings Accounts in Canada. There are two 

other Indices in this report: Index $/Hhld and Index $/Hldr. 

 

The Index $/Hhld indicates Ontario’s average dollar value for RSP Chequing and Savings Accounts per household is 16% 

above average compared to all average dollar value of RSP Chequing and Savings Accounts per household in Canada.  

 

The Index $/Hldr indicates Ontario’s average dollar value for RSP Chequing and Savings Accounts per holding household is 

24% above average compared to all average dollar value of RSP Chequing and Savings Accounts per holding household in 

Canada. 
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Focus on the Ratio and Index columns. This will help provide context about the financial and investment statistics in your Trade Area compared to a benchmark.   

 

Real Estate Assets-Liquid Assets Ratio: A ratio of 1.50 means for every dollar of Liquid Assets in Ontario households, there is $1.50 of Real Estate Assets. This is compared 

to households in Canada, where for every dollar of Liquid Assets there is $1.31 of Real Estate Assets. With an Index value of 114, Ontario households tend to own 14% more 

in Real Estate Assets to Liquid Assets Ratio compared to households in all of Canada.  

 

Savings-Investments Ratio: A ratio of 0.61 means for every dollar of Investments in Ontario households, there is 61¢ of Savings. This is compared to households in all of 

Canada where for every dollar of Investments there is 51¢ of Savings. With an Index value of 119, Ontario households have a 19% higher Savings to Investments Ratio than 

households in all of Canada.  

 The Trade Area selected for analysis.  The household count in the Trade Area. 

The Benchmark—also referred to as the base—indicates the geographic extent for the report.  

 


